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Distinguished by its superior allied health focus and integration of technology, The Eighth Edition of

Seager and Slabaugh's CHEMISTRY FOR TODAY: GENERAL, ORGANIC, and BIOCHEMISTRY

meets students' needs through diverse applications, examples, boxes, interactive technology tools,

and, new to this edition, real life case studies. CHEMISTRY FOR TODAY dispels students' inherent

fear of chemistry and instills an appreciation for the role chemistry plays in our daily lives through a

rich pedagogical structure and an accessible writing style with lucid explanations. In addition, the

book provides greater support in both problem-solving and critical-thinking skills--the skills

necessary for student success. By demonstrating the importance of chemistry concepts to students'

future careers, the authors not only help students set goals, but also help them focus on achieving

them.
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I'm a student, not a teacher, but this book is great. It speaks in normal language, not too advanced

for beginners. And it's laid out very well with an overview of what you learned at the end of each

chapter. There are also test questions at the end of each chapter which are helpful for studying.

Good text for basic chemistry class. Good illustrations and explanations of important principles. The

"real life" examples are as well developed as the rest of the text, but it's helpful to see how the

chemistry is applied, especially in health sciences.



Ordered book expecting to receive student edition, opened the box and it was a bootleg copy of the

student edition with a instructor edition cover. Book inside is still correct but i'd like to see honesty

from the seller, not irresponsibility.

Too many options for sight impaired person. Needs to be simpler.

The book is identical to the 7th edition. I bought both and the only difference is the eighth edition

has case studies, but the end of chapter questions are identical. still very informative.

This came as a brand new book in great condition, no rips and no writing in it either. It also was the

correct book!Great service too!

Great it did the job for my chem 131 bio chemistry it had some wear around the corners because of

poor shipping though

Sellers kept their promise all was great.
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